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FROM THE BARON…
The Barony of Selviergard celebrates the ascension of Skeggi and Kharakhan our Prince and Princess of Oertha. Long live the Prince! Long live the Princess!
What a wonderful Winter Coronet and Investiture we had. The Hall was warm and pleasant and people gathered from all over the Principality of Oertha (and yes, even the Kingdom of the West) to attend
a very wonderful Winter Coronet and Investiture. We witnessed many great deeds together, saw many
people recognized for their works, laughed together, and spent some quality time with each the other.
There is no doubt in my mind that this past Coronet and Investiture will be remembered fondly.
Next month we can expect the celebrate the Ides of March. Grab your togas and stolas, leave the
knifes at home, and celebrate a Roman-themed event with games, gambling, and food. This is one of
my favorite events and I look forward to seeing everybody there to celebrate. There are many resources online as well as this newsletter to help you get ready for this event.
Thank you to Yama No Yuki-san and her husband, Lord Rin McCray for setting up our first Arts and
Sciences activity in a quite some time. We achieved some goals and have plans for the Arts in
Selviergard now! How exciting! I encourage you to attend the Arts and Sciences gatherings as this is
a great way to learn new things, to work on the project you put off for quite sometime, and to come up
with new ideas together as a Barony.
If you have award recommendations for any deserving members of our Barony please let me know. It
is not only an honor but a duty to recognize individuals for their diverse and great works. Recommendations can be made online or in person and every recommendation that comes to me will be carefully
read or listened to and acted upon as needed.

In Service

Halfdan
Baron of Selviergard
Servant of the Crown

Events coming in 2018:
March:
Selviergard Ides of March, March. 17,
May:
Selviergard 15th Birthday May. 25-28
June:
Selviergard Summer Hunt Jun. 30
July:
Summer Coronet Jul. 21-22
August:
Selviergard Warlords Tourney Aug. 4
October:
Selviergard Samhain Oct. 27
December:
Selviergard Yule Dec. 8
Special Report
June Crown 2019
will be held at the Palmer Fair Grounds, in Oertha

Hear the Words of Their Highnesses

Greetings Great Oertha!!!
Before The Crown We swore it, before the God's We swore it, and before the people
We swore it! And the God's did answer! They shook the great lands of Oertha and
yet did not destroy us! We hope that this is a sign that they are pleased and they are
celebrating in the heavens!
Her Highness KharahKhan and I would like to thank every one for traveling these
wintered lands to attend the Coronet Tournament and Coronation ceremony this past
weekend!
We thank you for the love and friendship given to us since we sailed here and as
your Prince and Princess!
It was such an honor to have Their Majesties Hans and Helga as well as Their Highnesses of the Mists Tuoms and Snorii join us in the Lands of North! We always strive
to show the love and joy of the lands of snow so that the stories can be shared with
our friends and family of the Southern lands!
Congratulations to Elisheva Sheva Rose as Lady Guardian of Oertha and for her
most honorable Knight and love, Sir Culann Mac Cianain Lord Guardian of Oertha.
We look forward to the coming months and many events!!
Furthermore, We would like to thank those who remained behind to help clean up
and put away the site! Some of the folks we saw where, Kolskeggr, Sir Soren, Keega, Rin McCray, Bartram, Her Excellency Caitriona, and Anna Marie. We apologize
for any one we may have missed here.
Please be sure and keep those award recommendations coming in so those who
help keep this dream alive can be recognized for their efforts for all to hold high and
celebrate!

A toast to the People of Oertha! We hope to always be worthy of your fealty.
Skeggi, Prince Oertha
KharahKhan, Princess Oertha

March 17th, 2018
The Barony of Selviergard

Selviergard’ S 15 Anniversary Event
th

May 25th - 28th, 2018
Greetings to the Known World, come and join the Barony of Selviergard as we celebrate the 15 th
Anniversary of becoming a Barony. There will be activities never before held in Selviergard for all to
take part in. This event will be held on a spectacular farmstead in Talkeetna Alaska, with open fields
for camping and a central fire pit with benches. The site has ample parking and a place for Tin Castles.
We will be having heavy and rapier tournaments, archery contests, thrown weapons and a Siege
Weapon display and competition. The site has a long-range facility for shooting arrows at long range
targets like “Strip the Willow” and a Running Boar target to name a few. The Siege Weapons will
compete for accuracy and range against a variety of targets there will be several classes of weapons
that can be used, full scale (SCA Legal), small scale 2’ to 3’ size and table top models. There will be
games like Dragon Feet Races, Rock, Kube and others.
There will be cooking contests and A&S displays along with a History of Selviergard Tent to bring
back the memories of the past.
Now is the time to begin constructing new Siege Engines or repairing old ones for the first ever Siege Weapons championship.
Stand By for greater details as we get closer to the date so mark your calendars.
Stay tuned to the Dragon Tale for updates.

Autocrat:

Viscount Fergus MacThomais, OP
Email: flintlock75@yahoo.com

BARONIAL HISTORY ON DISPLAY: BEWARE THE IDES OF MARCH
THE SELVIERGARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY
WHILE THE IDES OF MARCH MAY HAVE BEEN A DISASTROUS DAY FOR THE FAMED JULIUS CAESAR; IT WAS
A FUN TIME WITHIN THE BARONY OF SELVIERGARD—A DAY OF FEASTING, LAUGHING, ROMAN GAMES,
AND TOURNAMENTS. THE EVENT, AUTOCRATED BY SEXTUS VALERIUS CRUSILLUS AND HALFDAN OZZURSON, WAS HELD IN MID-MARCH IN 2014 AND WAS ATTENDED BY MANY PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THE PRINCIPALITY INCLUDING THE PRINCE AND PRINCESS OF OERTHA AND THE BARONESS OF ESKALYA.
UPON SIGNING IN; CELEBRANTS WERE GIVEN COINS FOR THE DAY IN WHICH TO PLACE BETS ON SEVERAL
ACTIVITIES AND TO USE IN THE VARIOUS GAMES THROUGHOUT THE EVENT. THERE WAS MUCH TO SEE
AND DO FOR EVERYBODY IN ATTENDANCE AS TOURNAMENTS, COMPETITIONS, AND PLENTY OF GAMES
OF CHANCE WERE PLANNED THROUGHOUT THE DAY.

People test their knowledge of history during the Roman Jeopardy game at the Barony of Selviergard’ s Ides of March event. Photograph by Halfdan Ozurrson. March 15, 2014.
The tournaments for the event were stylized after something that may have been seen in the Coliseum—dagger tournaments. Both Heavy and Rapier had the opportunity to enter the arena and show
off their skill and prowess. Those who watched the tournaments also had the prospect of placing
bets on who they thought would win in the individual fights; garnering easy denari or loosing fortunes throughout the tournament. For the winner of the tournaments a fat purse of denarii was bestowed.

Another fun activity that was provided was the Roman Jeopardy game in which contestants tested
their knowledge of the Roman world. This activity was quite popular as people tested their knowledge
on the Ancient Roman world. The winner, as well as second and third place, received a purse of coins
to be used throughout the day.
Tables were available for participants to play a variety of Roman games. The most popular by far was
the game of Tali in which, after placing a coin in the center of the table, the participants would toss the
dice to see who won—and only a certain combination of pips on the knucklebones guaranteed victory.
Every time the dice were rolled the pot got bigger until there was a winner and the game would start
over again. This game was so popular that it had to be stopped so that the final court of the day could
be attended.
Among other things, it was in the final court that the person who garnered the most coins throughout
the day was announced. The winner was Sir Rurik Varyag who amassed over 300 denari from his winnings on games and tournaments and other legal means—an amazing accompishment!
Also at this event was a fundraising Silent Auction sponsored by Mistress Trava of the West and the
funds were designated to help pay for the Baronial Pavilion. In all; an amazing $422 was raised by
many generous people.
More information on the Barony of Selviergard’ s Ides of March event from 2014 can be found on the
Selviergard History Project and includes event information, photographs, and other items of note about
this event.
The Selviergard History Project

Ides of March
MARCH 17, 2018 | THE BARONY OF SELVIERGARD

LUDITE SECURI QVIBVS AES EST SEMPER IN ARCA
“Play without concern when your purse is full”
Celebrate the Ides of March in true Roman style with a Roman themed tournament, some favored Roman
games, a Mediterranean themed potluck, and perhaps a bit of intrigue as well.
Celebrants for the event will be given enough coins to participate in a variety of activities where, just like the
favorite amusement of soldiers and the aristocracy, you can bet on games and even the fighting if you so
choose. As an added reward, a prize will be given to the person with the most denarii by the end of the
event.
Make sure to dress in your best Roman clothing as the Empire's authorities will be out enforcing the Foreigner Tax. Don't have roman garb yet? It's easy to make and in no time you too can look like a Roman and bypass the authorities without paying the hefty fine. A prize will be given to the “Best Dressed” Roman of the
day.
Gladiators of the lands of Oertha, prepare yourselves! A Roman-themed tournament worthy of any gladiatorial arena will take place in which you will fight with daggers for glory and the amusement of the crowd—and
some denarii to fatten your purse.
The Arts and Sciences Competition theme is “Roman” and may be of any suitable medium. A prize will be
given for the winner of the Arts and Sciences competition as well as some coin to add to their purses. Documentation is encouraged.
Site information: Fronteras Spanish Immersion School / 2315 N. Seward Meridian Parkway / Wasilla, AK
99654.
Site opens at 11AM and closes at 8PM.
Directions: Take E. Bogard Rd / E. Seldon Rd. Turn at N. Seward Meridian Parkway at the stoplight. Follow the road all the way down, the site is on the left.
Event Registration: Adults: $10 for members ($15 for non-members); ages 6-16 are $5, children under 6
are FREE, and the family cap is $30. Checks should be made out to “SCA Inc - Selviergard”
Special notes for the event: Please bring tables and decorations as the site is a bit bare. This is a great opportunity to make sure you have these items as we progress into the Tournament season.
Coins won throughout the day must be returned to the Autocrats for use in future events.
Roman games will be provided but you are encouraged to bring some games of your own.
Feast Information: There will be a Mediterranean-themed potluck showcasing delicacies from around the
Roman world. The Barony will be providing the meat for gyros so please bring pita shells, chopped lettuce,

chopped tomatoes, and chopped onions -or- a dish to share. Either choice needs to be enough to feed 6-8
people (please let the Feastocrat know what you are bringing so they can adjust accordingly. The suggested
potluck assignment is by mundane last name. Please fill out a card noting ingredients for those with allergies.
A-F Pasta or Antipasto
G-L Meats
M-R Breads or Cheese
S-Z Fruits or Veggie
Autocrats: Sextus Valerius Cruscillus (Josh Sampson) and Ryutarou Komori (Keagan Bates)
Feastocrat: Nemona Vicanna (Bobbie Sampson)

FASHION FOR THE FORUM; THE TOGA, THE STOLA, AND THE PALLA
By Halfdan “Two Bears” Ozurrson
"It [the toga] is not a garment, but a burden."
Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus, Early Christian Author and Apologist (c. 155–c. 220 C.E.)

Image 1. Roman Clad in the Toga
Any well-dressed and respectable citizen living in the height of the Roman Republic would not have been seen outside of his or
her home without the iconic overclothing of the Roman world. Men wore a toga while women wore the stola (and in cases of
higher ranking women—the palla as well) and these items of clothing were not only socially important to dress in but, at times
and by decree from those in power, required wear for civic duties and public festivals. These garments were as important as
putting on pants before leaving the house in today’s modern age and mentality.

The toga and the stola are outerwear—tunicas were worn underneath these articles of clothing except in the early period of
the Roman Republic when both men and women wore just the toga. The toga, the stola, and the palla, were garments of
upper class citizens, with the lower class—such as workers and servants—simply wearing the tunica. Not everybody wore
the toga and, especially in the later Republican and Early Imperial era, the toga was not worn all the time (Cavazzi, 2008).
There has been plenty of speculation on the toga and the stola as most documentation comes from statuary, funerary reliefs,
paintings on walls, and even ivory carvings (Vout, 1996). As we do not have an actual toga or stola to study all of our examinations must be made by looking at the representations of the garment and thoughtful extrapolation.
Understanding the iconic clothing of the Roman Empire is as important as recreating it. When we understand more about the
toga, the stola, and the palla, we can make informed decisions on how to make them and, especially, how to wear them correctly. Luckily for us there has been plenty of research on the topic of Roman outerwear ranging from theatrical to museumquality research that we can explore to help better our understanding of these garments that were “…worthy of the masters of
the world”.

The Toga
The toga is, perhaps, the most distinctive garment of Ancient Rome. This garment was originally only worn in the city of
Rome itself and was forbidden to exiles and foreigners alike. The toga was Rome, in a sense, and Roman males (with the
notable exception of slaves and those of non-Roman birth) proudly wore this garment to show the rest of the world that they
were civilized and a citizen in a great Empire—the Roman Empire.
The toga itself is not truly a Roman invention, however. The early Etruscans, who themselves were of Greek origin and who
inhabited the Italian peninsula, were fond of wearing a version of what would later be known as the toga which they called
tebennas—a long cloak, sometimes with clavi or stripes, that was draped over the left shoulder and wrapped around the body
under the right arm (Bonfante, 2003). The tebennas is believed to have originated from Greece and is often described as a
modified himation, or a type of rectangular cloak used in the Ancient Greek world. It is said that the founder of the City of
Rome, Romulus, favored the toga (Vout, 1996).
In the early days of the Roman Republic the toga was the only article of clothing for both men and women, much like its early
Etruscan garment ancestor (Smith, 2012), but as the centuries progressed the toga became an overgarment and it was considered scandalous or quite eccentric to clothe yourself in only a toga with nothing underneath (Cavazzi, 2008). Later, the
toga was more of a ceremonial garment and cultural symbol; used by those who were associated with the political activities
of Rome—and not an everyday garment…especially by the non-elite (Vout, 1996).
The popularity of the toga declined around the 4th Century C.E where it started to become an unpopular garment not only
because it was expensive to upkeep but wearing the toga also made it difficult to get any real work done. Little by little the
toga was relegated to certain holy days or civic activities (such as weddings, funerals, attending the state-sponsored games,
or even speaking in the Forum), then it was relegated to the aristocracy, then slowly only to the Senate and other higher officials and eventually other overgarment styles, such as the palladium and the cloak (called a lacerna), became popular and in
use.
Togas were crafted of wool. While modern readers generally interpret wool as being thick, heavy, and itchy—wool fabrics
have much more variations that that—wool fabric, especially in the Mediterranean, would have been finely woven and light
weight. While the toga was mostly natural white; there were different color options as well as simple decorations available.
These colors and decorations had special meaning to the togatus, or toga-wearer, as well as society at large and were often
regulated by social rules and even laws (Rose, 2017).
Because the various colors of togas had different meanings, it is important to understand these when recreating the toga—
the coloration was significant in determining not only status but sometimes the age or marital availability of the wearer as
well. While there are several different types of togas mentioned by researchers and historians; there are thee common types:
plain white togas—toga pura—were worn by worn by men of legal age, usually aged sixteen and above. Bleached white to-

gas, or toga candida, was reserved for candidates for public office or adopted by those already in public office. The toga praetexta,
with a broad purple or crimson stripe on the back or used as trim, was used by youth, high ranking officials, and some priests. Other
colors had special meaning within Roman society; purple was used strictly for the gods or victorious generals (or in some cases emperors), black was used for mourners or during public anxiety, while yellow was only for certain members of the priesthood and the
augers (McManus, 2013).
There are many misconceptions about the toga. Contrary to popular belief, the red border on the toga was worn in times of festivals
and not specifically used as a sign of rank. Also, the shape of a toga is not rectangular as is commonly believed. While historians
cannot tell us exactly what shape the toga was, there are many educated guesses by reenactors, enthusiasts, and historians alike
and all of them agree that a rectangular shape, such as the shape of a bed sheet, cannot provide the classic shape as seen in statuary or pictorial evidence from Ancient Rome—much to the dismay of Greek Letter fraternities in universities throughout the world.
The most common consensus is that the toga was a trapezoid or a half circle or oval or, as shown below, its own unique shape.

Image 2. Ideal Shape of the Toga
The toga was not pinned or sewed into form—it was carefully draped around the body; and while looking dignified and stately the
wearer probably would not have been very active as to keep his toga looking spectacular and, more importantly, in place. A simple
method to putting on the toga is as follows: the toga would be worn by holding the toga over the left arm, with the length of fabric half
behind, half in front. The back part is brought under the right arm, and the tail is then folded over the left shoulder. The remainder of
the garment hanging in front of the body could be tucked into the fold in front of the body thus creating the well-known draping effect
commonly associated with this article of clothing.

Image 3. Putting on the Toga.
Researcher’s notes vary on the ideal length of the toga but is usually speculated at being around six yards of fabric (Norris, 2015).
Over time the length of the toga, as well as the draping of the garment (which is compelling evidence of the shape of the toga
changing as well), transformed from a simpler style in the Early Republic to more elaborate in the Early Imperial eras (McManus,
2013). This is especially seen when observing statuary from the different time periods of the Roman Empire side-by-side as illustrated below. This could explain why we often see different shapes of togas presented by researchers as well as different ideas
on how to put them on—the toga was constantly evolving as society itself was.

Image 4. Two Different Styles of Toga Based on Time Period—Late Republic vs. Early Imperial.
The toga is bulky and always in danger of falling off. Ideally, the weight of the fabric and the friction of the wool helped to keep
the toga on. Small lead weights or even strips of wood might have been used in the time period to keep the toga on and draped
the way it should be (Cavazzi, 2008). For the modern reenactor who is constantly moving about or just started experimenting
with the toga; well-hidden safety pins carefully utilized work wonders.

The Stola
The stola is for women what the toga is for men; an overgarment. In early Rome, before the second century B.C.E., women
would have worn the toga as well as the men. However, by the Republican era of the Empire, the toga was a sign of disgrace
for women (McManus, 2013). The stola, then, is what would have been worn by women of Rome especially from mid-Republic
to early Empire (Rose, 2017) and was a sign of a respectable, married woman of the Roman world.
The stola is made of lightweight wool constructed as a simple tube with straps, pins, or knotted together to help keep it on the
body. The stola would make a distinctive “v” neckline and would drape around the body and could have sleeves or not—but the
basic shape is always there no matter how the garment would be attached. The length, as seen in statuary especially, ranges
from just above the ankles to floor length (Rose, 2017). The stola would have always been worn over a tunica.
There has been discussion as to the historical accuracy of silk stolas such as those seen on popular television shows like Spartacus (2010-2013 HBO series) and Rome (2005-2007 BBC series), but the discussion among historians and recreationists is
still ongoing. Many researchers believe that silk would have been a sign of decadence in the Roman world while others believe
that silk would be a clear signal of wealth and social status. Unfortunately, pictorial evidence does not show evidence one way

or the other.
When we think of Ancient Rome we often think of white…that is what color the marble statues and columns are, right? The fact
is Romans loved color and one only must examine the walls and frescoes still about today, especially in Pompeii, to see this.
This love of color was used by women and incorporated into their overgarments—creating a myriad of hues and colors. Remember that while wool takes dye rather well there was no access to vibrant dyes in the Ancient world—period dyestuffs are
simply not as vivacious as today’s standards. The effect would have been lighter shades and pastels (Rose, 2017). Stripes,
with the exception of clavi, are apparently reserved for upholstery.

Image 5. Example of Coloration of Stolas
While the stola was of a solid color, it could also be ornamented in some fashion. Decorative shoulder pins and a band of contrasting color at the hem, called a institia, often were the only decoration but also served a purpose; the pin help to hold the
stola on while the institia could have been replaced when it got dirty dragging across the floor. Additionally, the stola would
also have been belted twice with narrow belt directly under the breasts and a wider one around the waist, although many depictions of especially domestic scenes, show a narrow belt only around the waist (Rose, 2017).
The stola was a sign of a Roman women’s virtue and well-bearing and as such would have been relegated in its use often by
law especially by custom. Women of lesser social status would have simply worn the tunica while the higher up in the social
arena you were the stola would have echoed this social value.
The stola eventually came out of favor around the same time the toga did. This was probably due to other fashions being
brought to the Roman Empire as well as the fact that bulky layers are a hassle especially in warmer climates (Rose, 2017).

The Palla
While we have discussed the stola it is important to note another important feature of women’s clothing: the palla. This overgarment was a rectangle of cloth that was worn as protection against the elements as well as another social status garment. The
palla can be visually interpreted as a shawl or a type of mantle used by Roman women. It could be wrapped similar to a toga
but with enough differences to not be mistaken as one. However, the palla can be worn in any way (according to inspections of

statuary and other pictorial documentation), though it was common to hang one end of the palla over the left shoulder and wrap
it around the back to bring the other end under the right arm and then across the left forearm or back over the left shoulder. This
allowed the back of the cloth to be placed over the head which assisted the wearer in upholding the Roman tradition that wellbred women should cover their head in public. Additionally, the palla could be draped around the shoulders, as in the modern
shawl, or even around the hips as seen in pictorial evidence of domestic scenes.

Image 6. Iphigenia with Stola and Palla
The color of the palla could be of almost any color, much like the stola, except for purple which was reserved for Imperial use
only. In surviving frescoes; the palla is observed to be a contrasting or complimentary color to the stola creating a diverse and
colorful fashion palette. Additionally, there could be decoration on a palla that would have commonly been a strip of contrasting
color along one or both of the longer edges or on both shorter edges of the rectangle (Rose, 2017). Pins attaching the palla to
the rest of the outfit cannot be seen and the palla may have relied on texture and weight of the fabric, as well as careful placement, to stay on correctly much like it’s toga counterpart.
The palla, however, is more than a fashion accessory that adds extra color and texture to the outfit. The palla is a very important article of clothing that represented the virtues of a respectable Roman Matron. To wear the palla was to announce that
you were the epitome of Roman virtues and a member of the higher social structure of the Roman world. Dependent on the
wearers status in the social hierarchy the tunica, the stola, and the palla would be worn in different combinations. A working
woman, for example, would wear just the tunica. Republican non-matrons or mid-level status women would wear the tunica
and the stola. Higher ranking women, such as Matrons in the Republic and early Empire would have worn the tunica, the stola,

and the palla (Rose, 2017).

Conclusion
Any well-dressed, upper-class Roman should strive to uphold the virtues of the Roman world by wearing outerwear over their
garments. Creating these items--the toga, the stola, and the palla—adds more color, more vibrancy, and in cases of living in
Northern climes, a bit more warmth to survive those cold days. And, especially in the case of the toga, while we do not know
the actual shape of these garments, we can look at the “Creative” part of the Society for Creative Anachronism and infer from
pictorial documentation as well as the resources we have access to and create wondrous garments that exemplify the glory
of the Roman Empire.
The toga is not really used today except by Historical Recreationists—the most notable being the Roman groups of Europe
and some people within The Society for Creative Anachronism (or those collegiate Fraternities and their wild parties )—
however we can find the toga as it was meant to be used is still in effect today. The incarnation of the toga is sometimes
used by peoples that can claim descent from Romanized pūnici (people from Carthage) such as the Arabized Berbers of Tripolitania in Libya—a prominent example being the toga worn by Muammar Gaddafi on several occasions (Norris, 2015).

Image 7. Portrait of Muammar Gaddafi.
As we create these garments of the ancient Roman world we are reminded that strict sumptuary laws, the desire to show
wealth and status in clothing, and the social interactions between peoples helped to shape fashion in the ancient world. That

is part of what we do in the Society for Creative Anachronism and other re-creation groups around the world…we study the past,
present it, most importantly learn from it, and extrapolate our own ideas on how our ancestors lived in a past that is presented to
us in artifacts—that is part of the joy of recreating garments from the past.
And as for more research, especially into the fashion of the ancients, learning more about these national costumes of the Roman
Empire can help us make informed decisions when we take the time to research and present historically accurate costuming of the
Ancient Roman Empire.
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Members of the populace of Selviergard receive honors and recognitions at Coronet
At the recent coronet event several members were recognized by the crown and coronets. Please congratulate the following Selviergardians.
The Crown has recognized Roderigo De La Rosa for his contributions to Archery and has admitted him to the Royal Missile Company as a Yeoman of the West, This award comes with a GOA. He joins Fergus MacThomais in this honorable
company.
The Crown also recognized Stephan De La Bere and awarded him the Queens Arrow for his contributions to archery in
the west.
The Coronets granted an Award of Arms to Delfina de Granada for her service to the principality, this makes 2 AAs since
her first one was under her old name.
We were visited by the Highnesses of the Mists, who spoke highly of the reception they received from the populace, they
called out Rosalinda Lopez for her courtesy and helpfulness to their highnesses and presented her with the Order of the
Pegasus for youth who exhibit courtesy and service.
The Oerthan Cooking Guild sponsored the Ivory Spoon competition, this was for period sauces, the winning entry was a
Galyntyne sauce and was won by Fergus MacThomais.
One of the Highlights of the event was the presentation by Crucillus and the 501st of a pair of moose antlers (see cover
page) decorated with the symbols of the West and the personal arms of Hans and Helga. They are an awesome piece of
work by members of the populace.

Delfina receives her Award of Arms

Rosalinda receives a Pegasus

Rodrigo becomes a Yeoman of the West

Congratulations to all those who were recognized.
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Photos in this edition of the DragonTale Courtesy of:
Halfdan Ozurrson
If you are interested in submitting photos to the Dragon tale
email your submissions to m.elizabeththompson@yahoo.com
no later than the 15th of each month.

Regnum
Hans and Helga ,King and Queen of the West
Crown@westkingdom.org

Skeggi and Kharakhan, Prince and Princess of Oertha
oerthancoronets@westkingdom.org
Halfdan Ozurrson, Baron of Selviergard baron@selviergard.westkingdom.org
Officers of the Barony of Selviergard
Arts and Sciences: Yuki AandS@selviergard.westkingdom.org
Chatelaine: Nemonna Vicana (Bobbie Sampson) chatelain@selviergard.westkingdom.org
Chronicler: Delphine de Grenada (Elizabeth Thompson)
m.elizabeththompson@yahoo.com 907-244-6545
Constable: Crucius updated contact info coming constable@selviergard.westkingdom.org
Exchequer: Edain O’Rourke
exchequer@selviergarad.westkingdom.org 907-947-9790
Gold Key: Nemonna Vicana (Bobbie Sampson)
Herald: Rin McCray herald@selviergard.westkingdom.org
Marshal: Fergus MacThomais (George Thompson) marshal@selviergard.westkingdom.org 907-440-4539

Seneschal: Margarita de Calvi (Gretchen Thompson) seneschal@selviergard.westkingdom.org 907-244-6543
Web Minister: Rin McCray updated contact info coming
constable@selviergard.westkingdom.org

